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The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features China as the world’s largest exporter of facial
recognition technologies, consolidation of the fragmented satellite industry, ChatGPT
passed Wharton Business School's MBA exam, a privately owned lunar lander from
Japan will attempt to land on the lunar surface by April, AlphaFold can identify new
drugs to treat liver cancer, the United States’ first small modular nuclear reactor, a

system that captures CO2 before it can reach the atmosphere, quantum computing
inventions have outpaced all other fields of technology in terms of growth, and China is

becoming the dominant force in liquefied natural gas.



NEXT5 EDITOR’S HIGHLIGHTS
→ China’s Belt & Road projects around the world are plagued with construction flaws,
damaging the environment, and seeing less ROI. During the past decade, China handed out
a trillion dollars in international loans as part of Beijing’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), intended
to develop economic trade and expand China’s influence across Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
Those loans made Beijing the largest government lender to the developing world by far, with its
loans totaling nearly as much as those of all other governments combined, according to the
World Bank. Yet China’s lending practices have been criticized by foreign leaders, economists,
and others who say the program has contributed to debt crises and that many countries have
limited ways to repay the loans. Some projects have also been called mismatches for the
country’s infrastructure needs or damaging to the environment. Now, low quality construction on
some of the projects risks crippling key infrastructure and saddling nations with even more costs
for years to come as they attempt to remedy problems. Chinese construction companies often
bid for government projects or directly approach local officials with projects promising that they
can easily arrange financing packages from Chinese banks and insurers. In Africa, more than
60% of the revenue major international contractors collected in 2019 went to Chinese
companies. This has also led to inflated costs as there is less pressure on governments to
minimize costs. Now projects that were supposed to provide up to one hundred years of
infrastructure use are literally falling apart and being halted. #SCRM #Geopolitics #CHN WSJ

→ According to an op/ed in The Hill: the U.S. needs an industrial policy to defeat China.
In a historical shift, Commerce Secretary Gina Raimondo is publicly discussing an American
industrial policy aimed at economic leadership and national security, as are legislators from both
parties. Faith in pure market forces has largely been unshaken until the recent rise of China. Its
aggressive industrial policy to advance its own industries has fundamentally changed the
situation. Now, an American industrial policy is supported even among those who opposed it in
the past as international trade has evolved. For centuries, countries traded what they were good
at building based on their natural resources, but today’s world is different as no country has a
natural advantage in semiconductor production, for example. China has proven that in the
modern world, countries can become the cheapest producer of an important good by pouring
major government subsidies into the companies that produce such goods in their country. Free
markets can no longer be a guiding principle in industries where a competitor’s advantage is
produced by having a bigger government subsidy, or by persuading corporations to produce
domestically by giving them strong financial incentives. Another significant difference is that in
the modern world, science no longer gives the country that makes a discovery the ongoing
advantage, as was the case with semiconductors (discovered by Americans but largely
produced elsewhere). Many are now suggesting that to manage an effective industrial policy, we
need an ongoing government agency with the mission of helping the nation not only lead in
science but also capture more of its benefits. And corporate goals and their effects must be
taken into account by an American industrial policy. #SCRM #CHP #USA The Hill
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→ According to a Foreign Policy op/ed: In confronting China, Japan is thinking beyond
its military and the U.S. should follow suit. Japan released a National Security Strategy in
December which dropped the country’s post WWII pacifist posture to call for counterstrike
capabilities. Japan also aims to shore up its national interests from an economic security
perspective. Its economic policy, initially released in 2019 and implemented over the past few
years includes funding for supply chain resiliency, the promotion of critical industries of the
future, and the involvement of the corporate sector. The culmination of Japan’s economic
security policies has been the Economic Security Promotion Act (ESPA) which was passed in
2022 and will be phased over the next two years. It has four core themes: securing supply
chains of critical materials, nondisclosure of patents for security reasons, promoting the
development of advanced technology, and ensuring the security of infrastructure. The Kishida
administration says these policies are not merely about defense, but it’s also about future
economic growth. While the U.S. is focused on competition with China, Japan is focused on the
domestic economy more broadly and thinking about how to make Japan economically
competitive and relevant. And the U.S. approach has been mostly technocratic, consisting of
tariffs, export controls, and subsidies for semiconductors. #SCRM #CHP #CHN #USA Foreign
Policy

→ The UK has recovered Russian military equipment lost to Ukrainian forces and handed
it over to national intelligence agencies and industry partners to identify weaknesses and
develop new defensive aids and countermeasures. The approach is part of a much wider
effort by London to support Ukraine through military aid packages, training, coordination of
logistical supply chains, conducting information operations campaigns and the sharing of
intelligence with the public to counteract false Russian claims of a “just war.” An anonymous UK
official said that being able to “undermine the credibility” of the Russian systems will lead to the
creation of market opportunities for “alternative solutions,” a clear hint that industry has been
instructed to interrogate the Russian equipment and design superior countermeasures. The
British Army said the conflict in Ukraine left it “uncomfortable” with a range of capabilities
included in the service’s Future Soldier long term warfighting planning strategy, leading it to
reconsider how to address air defense, uncrewed systems, deep fires and intelligence,
surveillance, targeting, and reconnaissance (ISTAR) capability gaps. #GBR #RUS #UKR
#SCRM Breaking Defense

DIGITALIZATION
→ China has become the world’s largest exporter of facial recognition technologies,
according to a study by Harvard and MIT researchers published by the Brookings
Institution. Chinese companies accounted for 201 export deals involving the technology,
followed by US firms with 128 deals. One deal included the government of Bangladesh weighing
an offer from an unnamed Chinese company to build a smart city on the Bay of Bengal with
infrastructure enhanced by AI. Construction of the high-tech metropolis has yet to begin, but if it
proceeds it may include face recognition software that can use public cameras to identify
missing persons or track criminals in a crowd — capabilities already standard in many Chinese
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cities. China also has a lead in AI generally, with 250 out of a total of 1,636 export deals
involving some form of AI to 136 importing countries. The second biggest exporter was the US,
with 215 AI deals. The report argues that these exports may enable other governments to
perform more surveillance, potentially harming citizens’ human rights. In recent years US
lawmakers and presidents have expressed concern that China is gaining an edge over the US
in AI technology. The report seems to offer hard evidence of one area where that shift has
already occurred. Further efforts to limit the export of face recognition from China could perhaps
take the form of sanctions on countries that import the technology, according to the researchers.
However, the US also needs to set an example to the rest of the world in terms of regulating the
use of facial recognition, according to the researchers. #DIG #AI #SCRM #Geopolitics #CHN
#USA #BGD WIRED

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ A fragmented satellite industry is facing more consolidation as new, well-funded
players such as Elon Musk’s Starlink and Chinese competitors make plans to saturate
space with new satellites. According to Inmarsat, 55 companies have laid out fully funded
plans to launch ~100k new satellites into orbit by the end of the decade, on top of the 7k already
there. Inmarsat’s CEO foresees overcapacity in the sector, driving the company to seek a
partnership with US-based Viasat. That deal is working its way through regulatory approval
around the world. Inmarsat and Viasat rely on a geostationary-orbit network of satellites, which
orbit the earth at the same rate as the globe rotates. Such a network requires fewer satellites, at
a higher orbit, to provide global coverage. SpaceX’s Starlink, in contrast, relies on many more,
lower-orbiting satellites for its network. These low-earth orbit satellites have some benefits over
geostationary ones, including requiring smaller antennas and providing lower latency, allowing
for applications such as online video games and video conferencing. Inmarsat is worried about
the number of new satellites planned for orbit this decade – the company has suggested more
global oversight to prevent larger players from dominating a region by flooding it with satellite
coverage, squeezing out others. Separately, higher levels of space debris pose a collision
threat. The large amount of metal being deposited in space can disrupt astronomical
observations and affect the environment. #SAT #USA #CHN WSJ

→ Light pollution has risen by an average of 10 percent each year, according to new
research. That’s significantly higher than estimates made using satellite data — which put the
figure at closer to a 2 percent increase annually. At the rate we now know human-caused light
pollution has grown, the brightness of the night sky doubles about every eight years. Tens of
thousands of individual stargazers around the world contributed to the discovery. The citizen
scientists made up for a blind spot satellites have when it comes to LEDs, which have become a
big contributor to the problem. The discrepancy is due to the inability of older satellites to pick
up on LED lights that have become prevalent over the past decade. The program asked people
to assess sky brightness by comparing what they saw at night to star maps. The study collected
more data from North America and Europe than other regions, so it may underestimate the
problem because it lacks information from economically developing countries where light
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pollution is increasing more steadily. There are numerous ways that pollution affects life on
Earth. Bright light can affect the sleep hormone melatonin. And there are many documented
negative health effects that come with less peaceful sleep, like increased risk of chronic
disease. Artificial lights can also disrupt pollination by potentially distracting or scaring off
insects, which could harm agriculture. Furthermore, some birds navigate by starlight, which is
harder to see in bright night skies. #SAT The Verge

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ ChatGPT passed Wharton Business School's MBA exam on Operations Management
with the grade of a B. A paper, titled 'Would Chat GPT3 Get a Wharton MBA? A Prediction
Based on Its Performance in the Operations Management Course,' delved into the implications
of ChatGPT's academic performance. After administering the test, a professor at Wharton found
that ChatGPT got the answers correct, and the chatbot provided excellent explanations.
However, ChatGPT also made mistakes in relatively simple calculations at the sixth-grade math
level, which can be massive in magnitude. The professor also noted that the current version of
ChatGPT cannot handle more advanced process analysis questions, even if they are based on
fairly standard templates. #AI #USA Interesting Engineering The Hill

→ According to FBI Director Christopher Wray, China's AI development program poses a
serious threat to America and other countries' national security. Speaking on a World
Economic Forum panel in Davos, Switzerland about dual-use technology, Wray expressed
concern about Beijing potentially boosting its army of malware developers and network intruders
with next-gen machine-learning tools. He stated that China will benefit from stealing more
blueprints and code from other nations. The discussion turned to the dual-use nature of
machine-learning technology: text-generating models can automatically generate code for
useful applications or convincing text for millions of phishing emails. Experts argued that "good
guys" are better at cooperating and sharing information than nefarious actors, and this will help
cyber defenders stay ahead of current and future AI-enabled threats. While cybercriminals also
work together to share or sell exploit information, these relationships are transactional. Wray
added these actors are likely to turn on each other if it suits them while defenders, when
working together, enjoy a competitive advantage. #AI #Cybersecurity #USA #CHN The Register

→ Time published a new investigative deep dive into Sama, a company that recently
provided OpenAI with laborers solely tasked with reading some of the worst internet
content. Although the endeavor’s goal was to develop necessary internal AI filters for the
popular ChatGPT program, former Sama employees say they now suffer from PTSD from their
tenures sifting through thousands of horrid online text excerpts describing sexual assault, incest,
bestiality, child abuse, torture, and murder, according to the new report. The report states that
these employees, largely based in Kenya, were paid less than $2 an hour. Workers allege to
Time that they worked far past their assigned hours, sifting through 150-250 disturbing text
passages per day and flagging the content for ChatGPT’s AI filter training. Although wellness
counselor services were reportedly available, Sama’s employees experienced lingering
emotional and mental tolls that exceeded those services’ capabilities. In a statement provided to
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Time, Sama disputes the workload, and said their contractors were only expected to review
around 70 texts a shift. #AI #USA #KEN Popular Science Time

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ Longer-term, the risk posed by the presence of Chinese cellular IoT modules in U.S.
systems and processes presents a greater threat than relying on Chinese companies for
5G, according to a new analysis. The risk is that free and open countries will become
dependent on China for cellular IoT modules if Chinese companies continue to increase their
global market share and edge out foreign companies. More specifically the threat revolves
around four areas: national security, economic prosperity, privacy, and values and human rights.
Concerns include:

● Degrading the performance or even sabotaging critical national infrastructure and key
industries.

● Losing sovereign control over IoT and over capabilities in dependent
technologies/industries.

● Unfair economic competition leading to the loss of domestic IoT industry
● Losing sovereign control of strategic data.
● Enabling more espionage and theft of intellectual property.
● Sustained collection and misuse of personal information without consent.
● The potential for CCP security organizations to carry out detailed surveillance from within

our societies (e.g., in smart cities).
● The expansion and support of technological capabilities applied in human rights abuses

in Xinjiang, wider China, and increasingly in other countries.

Aside from banning Chinese-made IoT modules from supply chains, other mitigations
against these concerns include:

● Promote research into the issue of cellular IoT modules and broaden understanding of
its implications for security, economic prosperity, privacy and values.

● Develop training to make all government departments aware of digital supply chain risks,
particularly in the IoT sector.

● Conduct a thorough audit of where these Chinese modules are embedded in
government properties and services, and in critical national infrastructure, in order to
measure the extent of potential risk and to prioritise areas for remedial action.

● Require government departments to produce plans to mitigate the risks identified in their
areas.

● Pass legislation or implement administrative measures to prevent the purchase of new
Chinese IoT modules for domestic manufacturing and services, with a deadline of the
end of 2023.

● Since the immediate replacement of Chinese modules in existing products and services
is not practical on expense grounds, governments should allow a grace period of
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reasonable length, during which companies operating in sensitive areas are required to
replace already installed Chinese modules, perhaps by the end of 2025.

#5G #DIG #SCRM #Geopolitics #CHN #USA OODA Loop

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ A draft European Union law would require banks to hold enough capital to cover
holdings of crypto assets in full. According to a member of the European Parliament's
economic affairs committee, banks will be required to hold a euro of their own capital for every
euro they hold in crypto. The move, an interim measure pending further EU legislation, is in line
with recommendations from global banking regulators. Officials are backing such prohibitive
capital requirements to help prevent instability in the crypto world from spilling over into the
financial system. The Association for Financial Markets in Europe (AFME), an industry body,
said the draft law contains no definition of crypto assets and could end up being applied to
tokenized securities as well. EU states have already approved their version of the draft law, and
lawmakers will now negotiate a final text with member states, with further tweaks expected.
#FIN Reuters

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ For the first time, a privately owned lunar lander, built by Japanese private space
company ispace, will attempt to land on the lunar surface by April. If successful, this
private Japanese lunar landing will be a game changer for space that will challenge the usual
way space exploration has been conducted since 1957 when the Soviet Union launched
Sputnik. Space has remained a state-dominated enterprise since then. The private sector has
provided the technological innovation for systems like rockets or satellites but never takes the
lead when it comes to conducting space business in their own right. Now, ispace will attempt to
collect lunar samples and then sell them to NASA, as per a pre-agreed contract. While the
amount to be paid is just $5k, the symbolic effect will set a precedent that private space
companies can sell the resources they mine in celestial bodies and keep the profits. Moreover,
this business activity will establish the space resources economy with an Asia-Pacific nation
taking the lead. Japan is one of the most advanced nations when it comes to asteroid sample
return. In 2019, the Japanese spacecraft Hayabusa 2 landed on the asteroid Ryugu, created an
artificial crater, and then collected samples that Hayabusa 2 brought back to Earth.
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#AER #USA #JPN The Diplomat

→ The two spacecraft making up China’s first interplanetary mission are both suffering
issues, with the rover potentially lost on the surface after winter hibernation. The Zhurong
Mars rover has been hibernating on the Martian surface since May 18 of last year and was
expected to resume activity in December, around the time of the Spring equinox in the northern
hemisphere. However, no announcement of establishing contact with the rover has been made.
The South China Morning Post reported on January 7 that teams on Earth have yet to receive a
signal from Zhurong, which landed in Mars’s Utopia Planitia region in May 2021 before entering
a period of hibernation to ride out winter. The rover was expected to autonomously resume
activities once it can generate sufficient energy from solar power and when temperatures reach
around minus 15 degrees Celsius. While there has so far been no official comment, the rover
may have been impacted by sand storms in the area, which could reduce the levels of energy
generation. Meanwhile, the Tianwen-1 orbiter has been tasked with assessing the area and
attempting to contact the rover. Teams are however also having trouble receiving data from the
orbiter, according to SCMP. The rover landing was used by NASA Administrator Bill Nelson as a
warning to Congress as to China’s competitive threat to American leadership in human
spaceflight. #AER #CHN Space News

→ Djibouti signed a Memorandum of Understanding with Hong Kong Aerospace
Technology Group and Touchroad International to develop an international commercial
spaceport in the northern Obock Region of Djibouti. This serves as a preliminary agreement
between the parties to build a spaceport that is expected to comprise seven satellite launch
pads and three rocket testing pads. The project is estimated to cost around $1B and is expected
to take five years to complete. Parties are expected to sign a formal contract with the Republic
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of Djibouti Spaceport in March 2023, and the government of Djibouti is expected to provide the
necessary land (minimum ~6 square miles) with a lease that runs for a minimum of 35 years.
Furthermore, the agreement provides for the final concession of the infrastructure to the
Djiboutian government after 30 years of co-management. The agreement reflects Djibouti’s
commitment to space cooperation through public-private partnerships. Last year, the country
announced the space program is working on launching two satellites named the Djibouti 1A and
Djibouti 1B. #AER #DJI #KHG Africa News

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ In the first application of DeepMind’s AlphaFold (a platform for AI-powered drug
discovery), researchers used it to identify a new drug for the treatment of hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC), the most common kind of liver cancer. Notably, the AI-powered drug
discovery process identified a new drug for a target with no known crystal structure with
unprecedented speed. This is the first report of the use of AlphaFold in early drug discovery to
identify a confirmed hit for a novel target. The researchers used PandaOmics to identify the
HCC protein target and Chemistry42 to generate molecules based on the AlphaFold-predicted
structure of the target. The researchers synthesized seven selected molecules and tested these
using biological assays. This led them to identify a small molecule hit compound (Kd, 9.2 ± 0.5
mM) for cyclin-dependent kinase 20 (CDK20) within a month from target identification — a
process that can take months to years of iteration using conventional trial-and-error based
workflows of drug discovery. A second AI cycle led the researchers to identify a hit compound
(ISM042-2-048) with an even greater potency for binding (Kd, 566.7 ± 256.2 nM) and inhibiting
(IC50, 33.4 ± 22.6 nM) CDK20. Earlier studies showed CDK20 is overexpressed in many HCC
tumor cell lines. In the functional assays, the scientists showed that the newly identified hit
molecule selectively blocked proliferation of an HCC cell line called Huh7 that expressed
excessive quantities of CDK20, compared to a non-HCC cell line (HEK293). #BIO #AI #DIG
#MFG #CHN #CAN #USA #GBR GenEng

→ Withings unveiled an at-home, hands-free urine lab. The U-Scan consists of two parts:
a reader and a replaceable cartridge. The reader itself is the part you pee on, while the
cartridge is inside. It has a thermal sensor to differentiate between pee and toilet water as well
as low-energy radars to detect who is urinating by identifying the movement and distance of
your individual urine stream. In other words, the U-Scan only works with one person per reader.
There’s nothing you have to do to activate it, and there are enough tests in the cartridges for
about one test per day. Once the reader detects you’re peeing, it uses a microfluidic circuit to
take a small sample. The rest then gets dumped and the whole thing gets “cleaned” when you
flush. It took four years and 13 patents, but you don’t have to do anything until it’s time to
recharge the reader or switch out cartridges. Once the tests are finished, the results are sent via
Wi-Fi to the Withings app, and the cartridge rotates to the next test pod. Each cartridge holds
about 100 tests and lasts about three months. While some have privacy concerns, particularly
after the overturning of Roe v. Wade, Withings says the U-Scan is GDPR compliant. Medical
applications for U-Scan are still pending European regulatory approval and FDA clearance
which could take months to years. #BIO #GBR #USA The Verge
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GREEN TECHNOLOGY
→ The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has certified the design for what will be
the United States’ first small modular nuclear reactor. Companies seeking to build and
operate a nuclear power plant can pick the design for a 50-megawatt, advanced light-water
small modular nuclear reactor by Oregon-based NuScale Power and apply to the NRC for a
license. It’s the seventh nuclear reactor design cleared for use in the US. The rest are for
traditional, large, light-water reactors. Some have concerns about the costs in relation to those
of renewables and battery storage, which could limit how many NuScale reactors are built.
However, nuclear power is emerging as an option as states and countries transition away from
coal, oil, and natural gas to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and stave off the worst effects of
a warming planet. The US Energy Department said it provided more than $600M since 2014 to
support the design, licensing, and siting of NuScale’s VOYGR small modular reactor power
plant and other domestic small reactor concepts. The department is working with Utah
Associated Municipal Power Systems to demonstrate a six-module NuScale VOYGR plant at
the Idaho National Laboratory. The first module is expected to be operational by 2029.

#GRN #USA Fortune

→ Energy Technology Perspectives 2023, the latest installment in one of the IEA’s
flagship series, serves as the world’s first global guidebook for the clean technology
industries of the future. It provides a comprehensive analysis of global manufacturing of clean
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energy technologies today – such as solar panels, wind turbines, EV batteries, electrolyzers for
hydrogen, and heat pumps – and their supply chains around the world, as well as mapping out
how they are likely to evolve as the clean energy transition advances in the years ahead. The
analysis shows the global market for key mass-manufactured clean energy technologies will be
worth around $650B a year by 2030 – more than three times today’s level – if countries
worldwide fully implement their announced energy and climate pledges. The related clean
energy manufacturing jobs would more than double from 6M today to nearly 14M by 2030, and
further rapid industrial and employment growth is expected in the following decades as
transitions progress. At the same time, the current supply chains of clean energy technologies
present risks in the form of high geographic concentrations of resource mining and processing
as well as technology manufacturing. For technologies like solar panels, wind, EV batteries,
electrolyzers, and heat pumps, the three largest producer countries account for at least 70% of
manufacturing capacity for each technology – with China dominant in all of them. Meanwhile, a
great deal of the mining for critical minerals is concentrated in a small number of countries. For
example, the Democratic Republic of Congo produces over 70% of the world’s cobalt, and just
three countries – Australia, Chile, and China – account for more than 90% of global lithium
production. The report also highlights the specific challenges related to the critical minerals
needed for many clean energy technologies, noting the long lead times for developing new
mines and the need for strong environmental, social, and governance standards. Given the
uneven geographic distribution of critical mineral resources, international collaboration and
strategic partnerships will be crucial for ensuring the security of supply. #GRN #SCRM #CHN
#COD #AUS #CHL IEA

→ Scientists at the Department of Energy's Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)
created a new system that efficiently captures CO2 before it can reach the atmosphere.
Crucially, it is also the least costly method devised to date, as per a PNNL press statement. The
new method also converts CO2 into methanol, which is widely used and can be sold after the
process is complete. Though carbon capture may be a crucial component in the fight against
climate change, scientists are working hard to develop methods that are viable from a business
perspective. Until now, the high cost of carbon capture technology has been a barrier to its
widespread development on a global scale. The PNNL scientists believe their new method
provides a strong financial incentive in the form of menthol. The chemical is widely used as a
fuel and is a key ingredient in plastics, paint, and construction materials. The team, who
published a paper detailing their method in the journal Advanced Energy Materials, designed
their system to fit inside coal, gas, and biomass-fired power plants, as well as cement kilns and
steel plants. #GRN #USA Interesting Engineering

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ Porsche Consulting will design lithium-metal and solid-state battery maker Sakuu’s
first 3D-printing gigafactory for commercial production. Sakuu, which claims to be the
“developer of the world’s first 3D printed solid-state battery,” has paired up with Porsche
Consulting because it wants to tap into the automaker subsidiary’s large-scale factory design
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expertise. Sakuu, which opened a 79k -square-foot energy-producing pilot line facility in San
Jose, California, in August 2022, says it will build gigafactories to meet its 2030 annual energy
output goal of 200 GWh across its product line. It plans to break ground on two gigafactories in
2024. According to the 3D-printed battery maker, sustainable design is a priority – the company
wants to maximize manufacturing efficiency so it can be rolled out and replicated internationally.
#MFG #GRN #DEU Electrek

→ Scientists have created remote-controlled walking robots actuated by mouse muscle
cells, a combination of state-of-the-art robotics and basic biological systems that could
lay the groundwork for more complex cyborg robots in the future. As detailed in a new
paper published in the journal Science Robotics, the biohybrid was even able to move fast
enough to set a new speed record. Each pea-sized robot was constructed out of lab-grown
mouse muscle cells, a 3D-printed skeleton made out of a soft material, and wireless LED control
chips. Since the mouse muscle cells react to external stimuli including light or heat, beaming
light at these LED controllers enabled the robot to start walking forward. The robot thus could be
remotely controlled without the need for a power source or battery. The team managed to
maneuver the tiny biohybrids through a maze and knock over a series of obstacles. They are
now working towards more complex biohybrid robots with neural cells that can make decisions
on their own. #MFG Futurism

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ Xtend, which develops semi-autonomous drone systems, will deliver a multi-drone
operating system to Israel’s Ministry of Defense. According to the Israeli company on
January 19, it won a $20M contract for the system that will enable operators to control “dozens
of human-guided semi-autonomous drones simultaneously.” The system will include Xtend’s
multi-drone operating system, XOS. Xtend has seen success in the past in the US In October it
received a $9M contract to develop multi-payload drones for the Pentagon’s irregular warfare
office. In recent years, the incorporation of drones, especially groups of small drones, has
become common across modern militaries. The man-unmanned teaming and ability to control
these drones is a key issue, including the use of “drone swarms.” Israel has used drone
swarming technology, and is looking to secure the cooperation of other ally countries in this
development program. #AUT #ISR C4ISRNET

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ Over the last decade, the UK government has given ~$3.7M in subsidies and
assistance to Dynex Semiconductor, which is now owned by Beijing-based CRRC, a
company which is alleged to have ties to the Chinese military. In October, the Pentagon
accused CRRC of being a Chinese navy corporation and placed it on an entity list. In 2008,
CRRC acquired a 75% share in Dynex, which manufactures microchips. In 2019, it purchased
the remaining shares in the company. Dynex's technology includes high-power semiconductors
and switches for trains, electric vehicles, and industrial machines. Its technology also has
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applications in hydrogen energy and nuclear fusion. CRRC, which has a public listing in
Shanghai, is the world's largest rolling inventory producer, with a market capitalization of over
$20B. It employs 180,000 people and has made investments in trainmaking. #CHP #SCRM
#Geopolitics #GBR #CHN The Telegraph

→ China filed 1.59M patent applications in 2021, more than 2x the number filed by the US
but experts claim that the country has created “few original innovations” in fields such
as semiconductors when compared to the US and Europe. In 2021, the added value of
China's patent-intensive industry was $2.1T, a 17.9% increase over the previous year. The
majority of the patents were in the equipment manufacturing industries, such as aircraft,
spacecraft, automobiles, and rails, as well as the telecommunications industry. The industry
accounts for 12.4% of China’s GDP and employs 6.5% of the workforce, making it an important
sector for “stable growth and employment,” according to a senior official. However, as compared
to the US and the EU, China's patent-intensive industry development potential remains quite
high, according to the official. The value added of patent-intensive industries in the US
accounted for 24% of GDP and 13% of employment, which is twice the level in China, according
to data from the US and the EU last year. In the EU, the industry accounted for 17.4% of GDP
and 11% of job creation. While there has been progress in the quantity of new technologies,
there is still a development gap between the US and the EU in fundamental technologies such
as semiconductors, AI, image recognition, voice recognition, and others, according to analysts.
Additionally, there is a talent shortage that is contributing to the gap in these core technologies.
US export controls on semiconductor chips have put Chinese tech giants in a bind, adding
urgency to China's government to boost innovation and talent. #CHP #AI #DIG #AER #MFG
#5G #AUT #SCRM #Geopolitics #CHN #USA #EUR SCMP

→ The market for photonics components is poised for rapid growth as a result of several
megatrends, including increased automation and growth in digitalization and cloud
computing. Photonics-enabled systems are already widely used by consumers, businesses,
and government organizations every day in products that amount to a $1.4T global market. By
2025, the market for photonics-enabled systems should grow to almost $2T, according to
analysts. Consumer applications account for the largest share of photonics-enabled systems,
followed by defense and display applications. The average CAGRs across ten end markets is
projected to reach 6% between now and 2025. Solar, automotive, and LED revenues will
increase at a rate considerably above that, with semiconductor revenues seeing the slowest
growth. At $120B, component revenues are only about 1/12 of photonics-enabled systems. But
component revenues are growing at a faster compound rate than system revenues — 10%
versus 6% — as photonics content continues to increase in overall system shares across many
verticals. Discrete optics is the biggest subsegment today, with more than $35B in revenue;
lasers, at about $10B, is the smallest subsegment. Microverticals, such as silicon photonics and
ultrafast lasers, are headed for much higher growth and profitability. Better-positioned
microverticals will be helped by six megatrends: surging demand for data transfer speed, growth
in remote vision and sensing applications, the rise of digital and additive manufacturing, rapid
expansion in the noninvasive life sciences, transition to sustainable energy sources, and an
increase in geopolitical uncertainty (innovation in defense and surveillance). Among 30
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microverticals, five will benefit the most from these megatrends: silicon photonics for data center
transceivers, ultrafast lasers, vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs), sapphire glass
and windows, and nonlinear optical (NLO) crystals. Additionally, the role of M&A has already
begun in this market, with hundreds of deals occurring in the past seven years. Although the
number of deals has declined somewhat since peaking at 66 in 2018, two big transactions in
2021 — Teledyne’s purchase of FLIR for $8.2B and II-VI’s $6.9B acquisition of Coherent —
helped push total deal value above $20B. That was more than 2x the amount seen in any prior
year.

#CHP #DIG #AUT #GRN #BIO #MFG #AER #SCRM #Geopolitics McKinsey & Co

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ The European Patent Organization (EPO) published a report stating that the number of
inventions in the field of quantum computing has multiplied over the last decade and that
quantum computing inventions have outpaced all other fields of technology in terms of
growth. The most active applicants in the field of quantum computing are companies, with a
high proportion of enterprises, mainly from the United States and Japan. Exceptions are a small
number of US-based universities and a non-profit organization that maintains a relationship with
US universities. The list of most active applicants is headed by IBM, followed by Toshiba
(including Nuflare Technology), Intel and Microsoft. In the sub-sector of physical realization
quantum technologies, IBM is the leader followed by other US companies. Canadian, Japanese,
Chinese, and Australian companies are also among the most active patent applicants. Similar to
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the sub-sector of physical realizations of quantum computing, and presumably interrelated to
some extent technology-wise, the sub-sector of quantum error correction/mitigation has also
developed very dynamically, with a weak upswing in the 2000s and a very strong increase in the
last decade. The list of the most active patent applicants is again headed by IBM, followed by
other applicants from the US, Japan, Canada and South Korea. The “quantum computing and
artificial intelligence/ machine learning” sub-sector differs notably from the other sub-sectors
examined and from the field of quantum computing as a whole. While an initial, minimal upswing
in patent applications could be observed for this sub-sector in the 2000s, the actual dynamic
development only began in the last decade. As in the other sub-sectors, IBM leads the list of the
most active patent applicants, followed by patent applicants from Japan, other US companies,
Europe, Canada and China. While the list of most active patent applicants in the whole field and
in the sub-sectors is headed by IBM and other US-based companies, the diversity of origin
remains high in the sub-sector of “quantum computing and artificial intelligence/machine
learning”.

#QNT #AI #EUR #USA #JPN #CAN #CHN #AUS #KOR EPO

GEOPOLITICS
→ A Chinese military magazine has highlighted the vital role drones would play in the
event of a war across the Taiwan Strait. Drones could be used to “assassinate enemy
leaders” and their use could minimize casualties by shortening the conflict, according to the
source. They could also be used to target Taiwan’s mobile missile launchers and heavy
weaponry. The article in Ordnance Industry Science Technology outlines how a People’s
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Liberation Army attack on Taiwan might unfold. According to the article, the PLA would seek to
suppress the island of Taiwan in all directions – land, sea, air, space, electricity and the internet.
Drones would be key, noting their advantages over manned aircraft and other weapons
systems. Tensions have been soaring across the Taiwan Strait since then-US House speaker
Nancy Pelosi visited the self-ruled island in August, angering Beijing. The PLA responded with
days of live-fire drills around Taiwan. It has continued to ramp up pressure on the island, with
combat aircraft regularly sent into Taiwan’s air defense zone and further south over the Bashi
Channel. #Geopolitics #AER #USA #CHN #TWN SCMP

CYBERSECURITY
→ Another indicator that the tide is turning against ransomware operators is a significant
drop in ransom payments in 2022, as more victims refused to pay for a number of
reasons. If the current trend continues, analysts expect that ransomware actors will begin
demanding larger ransoms from larger victims in order to compensate for declining revenues,
while also increasingly targeting smaller targets who are more likely to pay (but which represent
potentially smaller payoffs). Ransomware attackers extorted ~$457M from victims in 2022, down
nearly 40% from the ~$766M they had extracted from victims the year before, according to a
report. Another factor is that paying a ransom has become more legally risky for many
organizations. In recent years, the US government has imposed sanctions on a number of
ransomware entities based in other countries, according to Chainanalysis. Coveware also
released a report that highlighted the same downward trend among those making ransom
payments. The company said its data showed that just 41% of ransomware victims in 2022 paid
a ransom, compared with 50% in 2021, 70% in 2020, and 76% in 2019. Like Chainanalysis,
Coveware also attributed one reason for the decline to better preparedness among
organizations to deal with ransomware attacks. Specifically, high-profile attacks like the one on
Colonial Pipeline were very effective in catalyzing fresh enterprise investments in new security
and business continuity capabilities. Another factor in the mix, according to Coveware, is attacks
becoming less profitable. Law enforcement efforts continue to increase the cost of carrying out
ransomware attacks. And, with fewer victims paying, gangs make less overall profit, resulting in
a lower average payoff per attack. As a result, fewer cybercriminals are able to support
themselves through ransomware. #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics Dark Reading

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ China is quickly becoming the dominant force in liquefied natural gas, with Chinese
buyers accounting for 40% of recent long-term LNG contracts among global players.
Chinese energy major Sinopec Group reached a 27-year agreement with state-owned
QatarEnergy late last year to buy 4M tons of LNG annually. The imports are due to begin around
2026. As a key client, China is also negotiating to invest in a massive Qatari project to expand
LNG output. China has tripled the scale of purchases through long-term contracts in just two
years, up from the annual volume of roughly 16M tons from 2015 through 2020. In 2020 and
2021, spot transactions accounted for 40%-50% of China's natural gas imports, well above the
estimated 30% for Japan. But China appears to have changed its strategy to fit long-term
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demand. Long-term contracts offer more stability in supplies compared with spot contracts. The
China contingent are addressing the risk of being cut off from the LNG supply chain at a time
when US and allies work to create China-free supply chains for semiconductors. Long-term
contracts are seen as a hedge against such disruptions as China, along with other global
players, converge on natural gas as a relatively clean bridge fuel amid global efforts to reduce
carbon emissions. The US is already China's biggest LNG supplier based on long-term
contracts, but according to President Xi Jinping, China "is ready to expand cooperation with
Qatar in natural gas and other traditional energy sectors. Beijing is carefully diversifying
suppliers in the name of energy security. #SCRM #USA #CHN #QAT #SAU #JPN Nikkei Asia

→ Global auto and battery makers and the US government are racing to secure graphite
supplies amid looming signs of shortages of the mineral suitable for batteries. Mining
companies are ramping up supplies of critical minerals for rechargeable batteries such as
lithium, cobalt, and nickel. But graphite, a key battery component, has largely been overlooked.
Graphite is unusual among materials seen as crucial for the energy transition because it can be
man-made as well as mined. Most lithium-ion batteries use synthetic graphite, which is
produced from a petroleum byproduct, mostly in China. But using an energy-intensive,
high-emissions process to produce graphite defeats the purpose of the batteries that power EVs
and store renewable energy. The production of synthetic graphite can be four times more
carbon-intensive than that of natural graphite. As battery and automakers look to reduce carbon
emissions in their supply chains, more are looking to natural graphite. But the increase in
demand is running headlong into a supply shortage. By 2030, natural graphite is projected to
have among the largest supply shortfalls of battery materials, with demand outstripping
expected supplies by about 1.2M metric tons, according to Benchmark. The looming shortfall in
natural graphite is prompting battery and car makers to try to lock in production now. In the past
year, companies such as Tesla and battery giant Panasonic Holdings have signed agreements
with upstart suppliers to ensure adequate supplies. #SCRM #GRN #USA #CHN WSJ
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